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YOUR RUNNING 
HEADQUARTERS
THIS MONTH FEATURING THE
BROOKS CHARIOT
The new Brooks Chariot, the state-of-the-art technology in high-performance running shoes. The exclusive 
Diagonal Roll Bar provides a natural barrier to help prevent the foot from rolling too far inward.
Stamp out rock & roll
jOLYM™ CENTER
MAINE MALL/South Portland/773-8131/Mon-Sat 9:30-9:30/Sun 12-5/Visa & Mastercard 
NEWINGTON MALL/Newington, NH/(603) 431 -4304/Mon-Sat 10-9:30/Sun 12-5/Visa & Mastercard
P.O. Box 259, E. Holden, Me. 04429
'ft
Until this week, I had no idea who would 
wind up as the male runner of the year for 
1983. Andy had the best 10K at Benjamin’s, 
Sammy had the best marathon at Philadelphia, 
but Hank had that same consistency of per-
formance that has earned him this award 
two prior years in a row. In the closest 
battle ever, Hank Pfeifle is once again 
Maine Runner of the Year.
On the women’s side there is never any 
doubt. With a world record in the mara-
thon and an outstanding Bonne Bell, Joan 
reigns supreme once again. The interesting 
battle, as always was to see who would come 
out second. Check it out.
Also in our fourth year close-out, we 
once again list the top performers among 
Maine runners at the 10K and marathon 
distances. See if you have made the 
charts or moved up in the past 12 months.
For us mere mortals, meaning anyone who 
didn’t make the charts, we have J. Frank 
Glynn’s recounting of past Junior Olympic 
glory. Thanks a million for the cross-
country championship results, Frank.
We have Dr. John Frachella’s feelings 
from Katahdin last winter. News from 
South of the Border with Steve Vaitones, 
more weird prose from Road Rambler, Don 
Wismer, cross country skiing results 
that read like a who's who of running, 
and club news.
I haven't heard any pros or cons on 
our new runners log section. Is anyone 
using it?
Maine Running is published monthly at 
Bangor.
Editor: Robert Booker
PO Box 259 
E. Holden, ME 04429
Telephone: 843-6262
Photos from the Bangor Daily News
CALENDAR 1984 2-9
The most complete calendar of 
Maine running events anywhere.
Many more will be added as the 
year gets granked up.
1983 STANDINGS 10-13
Who were Maine's top performers 
at the 10K and marathon distances 
in 1983? Find out, along with the 
choices of Maine Runner of the Year
WHAT ME RUN? 14
More weirdness from Wismer.
AT THE RACES 15
A Saddleback event studded with 
well known running names.
KING OF THE MOUNTAIN 16
Katahdin in February? It has 
become a tradition for Dr. John 
Frachella and his hearty companions.
SOUTH OF THE BORDER 17
The latest in New England track 
from ex-UMO walking star, Steve 
Vaitones
CLUB NEWS 18-19
The news from the Pen Bay Pacers 
and Herb Strom's own Maine Track Club
LETTERS 20
J. Frank Glynn stirs some memories 
of Maine's outstanding BC runners.
MAINE RUNNING LOG 21-24
Keep track of your mileage where 
you set your racing calendar and 
read your results. In Maine Running 
magazine of course.
THE PACK 25-27
Complete T.A.C. results - state, 
regional and national courtesy of 
J. Frank Glynn, a young cross-country 
stars best friend.
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SUMMIT SPRINGS SIZZLER. Maine Citizens Series Race 10 to 15
Summit Springs Ski Touring Center, Poland, ME.
BILL KOCH LEAGUE RACES. District One BKSL Qualifier 2^,3^, 5
Black Mt. of Maine, Rumford, Maine.
3RD ANNUAL MAINE TRACK CLUB MIDWINTER CLASSIC. 10 mile run through 
hilly Cape Elizabeth. Noon from SMVTI gym. Team event. $25 given 
to favorite charity of winning 5 man team. Contact: Bob Payne,
RFD #1, Box 305, Raymond, ME 04071 or call 655-4156
3RD ANNUAL WILD KATAHDIN TRUST SNOW RUN. 11 a.m. from Katahdin
High School in Sherman. See flyer in January issue or contact:
Nurdlie and Duane, Katahdin High School, Sherman Station, ME 04777 
or call 365-4218
2ND ANNUAL FROSTBITE 5K. 11 a.m. at Skowhegan Area High. $4 pre?
$5 post. Contact: Dollars For Scholars, Skowhegan Area High,
Skowhegan, ME 04976
2ND ANNUAL GREAT CARIBOU BOG WICKED WINTER SKI TOUR AND RACE. 11 a.m. 
from the Bangor Mall to Old Town High School. See flyer.
NORTHERN LIGHTS CLASSIC. Maine Citizens Series Race 10 to 15
Titcomb Mt., Ski Touring Center, Farmington, ME
BILL KOCH SKI LEAGUE RACES. District One BKSL Qualifier 2*5, 3*5, 5 
Spruce Mt., Ski Touring Center
MOUNTAIN MADNESS RUN. Race up Saddleback on groomed cross country 
trails to a high mountain checkpoint, 4K up then return to the base 
lodge via a route of your choice. Must complete race using only one 
set of skis.
VALHALLA COUNTRY CLUB/NEW ENGLAND GROUP ADVERTISING XC EVENT. Contact: 
Addy Jacobson, New England Group Advertising, 44 Exchange St., Portland, 
Me. 04101 772-6551 for more details.
BILL KOCH LEAGUE TEAM RACE DAY. District One BKSL Qualifier 2*5,3*5,5 
Akers Ski, Inc., Andover, ME
WESTBROOK KIWANIS 5 MILER. 1 p.m. from the Westbrook Recreational 
Center. Contact: Arnie Clark at 985-3167. Showers available.
ATHLETIC ATTIC 5 MILE. 8:30 a.m. from the Bangor Mall. Contact:
Skip Howard, Athletic Attic, Bangor Mall, Bangor, ME 04401 or call 
947-6880
1984 DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC. 9 a.m. at the Athletics Fieldhouse at 
Bates College, Lewiston. See flyer.
THE PLEASANT MOUNTAIN TRIATHLON. 10 a.m. Downhill slalom, x-country 
skiing and road race. Three for the price of one!!
TORTOISE AND HARE. A fun tour for the non-competitive (the Tortoise) 
in which the winner is the skier who completes the course at closest 
to the average, and a 10K competition for the racers on our race 
course. Ski Nordic at Saddleback, PO Box 671, Rangeley, ME 04970
13TH ANNUAL JOHN W. ENGLISH OPEN MARATHON. Connecticut TAC Champ-
ionship 26.2 miler. Andrus Field, Wesleyan University, 12 noon. 
Contact: Bernie O’Rourke, Middletown ^arks and Rec. Dept., PO Box
1300, Middletown, CT 06457.
FRAMED MIRRORS
* STOREFRONTS 
Plate glass replacements
* EASTERN GARAGE DOORS 
AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENER
TUB ENCLOSURES 
CLEAR-VUE GLASS CLEANER 
ALUMINUM DOORS 
AND WINDOWS
* MIRRORS OF ALL TYPES 
STAINED GLASS 
WINDSHIELD 
REPLACEMENTS ,
X SEE OUR DISPLAY OF ...
Sun Garden Windows
! - ALL TYPES -
Auto Glass Installed
DEMERS TRACK 
GLASSIC
ENTRY FORM ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE
DEMERS PLATE GLASS CD. 
663 MAIN STREET 
P. O. BOX 1563 
LEWISTON, MAINE OASAO
2CT7--7B4-54O3
JOHN P. LAFRENIERE 
GENERAL MANAGER
11 MAINE TRACK CLUB 10K. At SMVTI. Contact: Russ Connors. Sponsored
by the Athlete's Foot, Maine Mall, S. Portland.
17 FROSTBITE '84. Run Against MS. 10 a.m. at Ellsworth High School
3.5 miler. Contact James L. Pendergist, PO Box 417, Ellsworth, ME 
04605
17 GREAT DOWNEAST MAINE HALF MARATHON. 10:30 a.m. from the Ramada Inn 
Bangor. $5.00 Contact: Bob Booker, Maine Air National Guard,
LGSP, Bangor ANG Base, Bangor, ME 04401. The marathon has been 
dropped for this year.
18 SHAMROCK SPECIAL. 4 miler from the Kerryman Pub, Saco Write:
MSRC, PO Box 1131, Biddeford, ME 04005
25 BOSTON PRIMER. 15 miles and 5k. 11:00 and 11:15 a.m. $4. Marana-
cook Community School, Readfield. Contact: Dan Force, South Rd., 
East Winthrop, ME 04343. 395-4596
25 SRI CHINMOY 5K Run. 8 a.m. from Brunswick. Contact: Sri Chinmoy
Marathon Team, 40 Main St., Topsham, ME 04086
April
THE EAGLE RUN. Maine Maritime Academy Castine
7 THE CHAMPIONSHIP 15 MILER. Union to Rockland. Contact: Susan
Schmitke, 594-2958
8 WEBBER HOSPITAL RACE. 1 & 4 miles. Webber Hospital, Biddeford.
Contact: Dick Roberge, 110 Union Ave., Old Orchard Beach, ME
04064. 934-5390
14 3.3 BY THE SEA. 1 p.m. from Jonesport Amb Bldg. #3.50 Contact:
Dave Alley 497-2843
16 55TH PORTLAND BOYS CLUB 5 MILER.
16 BAA MARATHON. Boston
28 CHINA 10K CLASSIC. Contact: Dave Comeau, PO Box 119, China, ME 04926
or call 968-2511
May
5
MAD WITCH HALF MARATHON. Brewer Auditorium. Contact: Brewer Parks & 
Recreation Dept., Brewer, ME 04412
5TH ANNUAL BRUNSWICK ROTARY ROAD RACE. 10 a.m. from Brunswick Jr. 
High School. $4 pre - $5 post. Contact: Brian M. Perkins, 163 
Park Row, Brunswick, ME 04011 725-4327
6 BIDDEFORD 15 MILER. MSRC, PO Box 1131, Biddeford, ME 04005
12 ATHLETIC ATTIC 5 MILER. 8:30 a.m. from the Bangor Mall. Contact:
Athletic Attic 947-6880
13
19
MOTHER'S DAY ROAD RACE. 
Skywood 594-9508
3.1 miler for women only. Contact:
20
COUPLES RELAY & OPEN 5K. Augusta. Female runs 5K then Male partner 
does same. Open race for singles also. Contact: Brad Brown, 11 
Mayflower Road, Augusta, ME 04330 623-3949
RUN FOR THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS. 2 & 5 miles, Saco. Contact: Joel 
Croteau, 6 Forest St., Biddeford, ME 04005 282-2375
27 MAINE COAST MARATHON. 26.2 miles, Kennebunk to Biddeford. MSRC,
PO Box 1131, Biddeford, ME 04005
The snowfs 
here...
are you ready?
Ve have your 
next pair of 
skis
FISCHER 
No Wax Step Base
Includes: Fischer Ski..........................
DACHSTER Leather Boot................
EXEL Fiberglass Poles.....................
ROTTEFELLA Aluminum Bindings
95.00
44.95
10.95
12.95
163.85
All ottr 
packages 
include
*FREE 
MOUNTING
FREE BASE 
PREPARATION
•ADIDAS -ATOMIC
•EPOKE •KARHC 
•TRAK •FISCHER
| Limited Quantities 4*^4*^ 4*^ Limited Quantities
If Z Z«ZV While Supplies Last^> VZtZUWhile Supplies Last
GOLDSMITH’S
SPORTING GOODS
HOGAN ROAD • BANGOR 
947-1168
Mon. - Thurs.: 10-8; FRI. 10-9 
SAT.: 10-61
•June
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SRI CHINMOY 2 MILE RUN. 8 a.m. in Topsham. Contact: Sri Chinmoy 
Marathon Team, 40 Main St., Topsham, ME 04086
THE GREAT MAINE RACE. 9 a.m. start for the 15K. Contact: Bob 
Waddle, RFD #2, Box 2152, Brunswick, ME 04011 725-6222
UNION TRUST 4 MILER. 9:30 a.m. in downtown Ellsworth. Contact: 
Malcom Noyes, Union Trust Company, Ellsworth, ME 04605
GREAT CRANBERRY ISLAND RACE. Contact: Gary Allen, Cranberry Isle, 
Me.
MAINELY LADIES ROAD RACE. 4 miler. Old Orchard Beach. MSRC, PO 
Box 1131, Biddeford, ME 04005
DOC’S TAVERN. 3-Miles. Biddeford. MSRC, PO Box 1131, Biddeford, 
ME 04005
HAMPDEN 8^ MILER. Contact: Skip Howard, Athletic Attic, Bangor 
Mall, Bangor, ME 04401
KERMESSE FRANCO-AMERICAN ROAD RACE. 3 Miles. Biddeford. Dick 
Roberge, 110 Union Ave., Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064. 934-5390
TOUR DU LAC. 10 miler. Bucksport. Contact: Anne & Steve Norton, 
Bucksport, ME 04416
BRIDGTON 4 ON THE 4TH ROAD RACE. 9 a.m. $4.50 pre - $5.50 post 
T-shirts to first 500 registrants. Contact: Jay Spenciner, Bridgton
GREATER BANGOR 4TH OF JULY ROAD RACE. 3K. Maine’s fastest road race 
Contact: Maine Running Magazine, PO Box 259, E. Holden, ME 04429
MOOSABEC 3.3 MILER. 9:30 a.m. at Jonesport Amb Bldg. $3.50. Dave 
Alley 497-2843
BREAKWATER TO BREAKWATER RACE. 6.7 miles at Pine Point to Camp Ellis 
Saco. MSRC, PO Box 1131, Biddeford, ME 04005
6TH ANNUAL GARDINER COMMON 5 MILE ROAD RACE. 8:00 a.m. at Gardiner 
Common. Contact: Russell Martin, 31 Cedar St., Augusta, ME 04330
622- 1258
PAUL BUNYAN MARATHON. I think!
PAT'S PIZZA CLASSIC 5 MILE. 9 a.m. in Yarmouth. $5. Contact: Wes 
Rothermel, 11 E. Elm St., Yarmouth, ME 04096 846-4314
6TH ANNUAL MAINE RUNNING CAMP. Tentatively set for Colby College in 
Waterville. 50 youngster limit! Contact: Bob Booker, Director,
PO Box 259, E. Holden, ME 04429 New England's oldest on-going camp.
4TH ANNUAL MOONLIGHT MADNESS 3 MILER. 7 p.m. in Farmington. $3 
T-shirts to first 75 finishers. Contact: Mark Simpson 778-3178
ST. MARY'S ROAD RACE. 3 miles in Biddeford. Contact: Joel Croteau 
6 Forest St., Biddeford, ME 04005 282-2375
THE GREAT CRATE RACE. Spruce Head Island. Contact: Diana Atwood 
594-7262
MAINE EVENT II TRIATHLON. 9 a.m. at Gardiner Jr. High. 10K run, 6 
mile canoe and 28 mile bike for individuals, 2 person and 3-4 person 
teams. $15, $25 and $35, Contact: MAINE EVENT II, c/o Maine Road 
Ramblers, PO Box 264, Augusta, ME 04330. Call: Larry Poulin days
623- 1166 or Greg Nelson Race Director 582-5607 evenings.
29 SRI CHINMOY 5K RUN. Freeport Contact: Sri Chinmoy Marathon Team,
40 Main St., Topsham, ME 04086
4 COUNTY BANK CLASSIC, 5 miles from Gouldville Elem. School, Presque
Isle at 9 a.m. Contact: Dave Rand, PO Box 386, Mapleton, ME 04757 
455-4850
5 THE SEAFOODS FESTIVAL 10K. Rockland. One of the state’s fastest
lOK's Contact: Ken Sylvester 594-7035
5 HILLS BEACH "BY THE SEA" RACE. 3 miles in Biddeford. Contact: Bob
Provost, Old Hollis Rd., Biddeford, ME 04005 284-7361
11 LIFE SPORTS SCHOODIC POINT 15K. Our 3rd year! 8:30 a.m. in Acadia 
National Park,, Winter Harbor. $6. Contact: Alan H. Groh, Box 8, 
Winter Harbor, ME 04693. home 963-7428; work 422-6747
12 TWILIGHT 5 MILER. 7 p.m. at the Skowheqan State Fair. Great fun!
Contact: Bill Stone 474-2947
19-25 FIRST ANNUAL MAINE RUNNING ADULT RUNNING VACATION CAMP. College of 
the Atlantic, Bar Harbor. Come spend a week training on the fabulous 
carriage trails with Bostonfest winner, Andy Palmer; Maine Running 
editor, Bob Booker; Dr. John Frachella; Herman cross-country coach, 
Tom Mulvey; Olympic trials marathoner, Dr. ^eter Millard; North 
Carolina State All American, Sandi Cullinane and many many more. 
Contact: Maine Running Magazine, PO Box 259, E. Holden, ME 04429
Limited to first 40 registrants.
25
Sept*
WELLS BEACH 10K. Wells. 
Box 530, Wells, ME 04090 
WELLS BEACH 15K. Wells.
Contact: Cecile & Ray LaFramboise, RR3,
646-7873
Same contact as above.
ST. LOUIS ALUMNI ROAD RACE. 3 miles in Old Orchard Beach. Contact: 
Dick Roberge, 110 Union Ave., Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064 934-5390
2 MAINE WOMEN'S DISTANCE CLASSIC. 10k for women. Augusta. Contact: 
Kevin Purcell, PO Box 148, South China 04358 445-2047
3 22ND ANNUAL BANGOR LABOR DAY ROAD RACE. 5.01 miles from the Paul
Bunyan statue on Main St. Contact: Maine Running Magazine, PO Box 
259, E. Holden, ME 04401
3 CARIBOU LABOR DAY RACE.
8 4TH ANNUAL JONESPORT 5 MILER AND 1 MILE FUN RUN. 11:00 a.m. at the
Jonesport Amb Bldg. $3.50 for 5; $2.00 for 1 mile. Contact: Dave 
Alley, 497-2843
16 WADDLE-FOURNIER MEMORIAL 10 MILER. 9 a.m. Contact: Bob Waddle,
RFD 2, Box 2152, Brunswick, ME 04011 725-6222
22 KINGFIELD 10K AND KIDS K. One of Maine's finest road races. Contact 
Chip Carey, Sugarloaf USA.
23 KINGFIELD UPHILL RUN. Same as above.
22 ROCKLAND RECREATION ROAD RACE 5 MILES. Contact: Martha Coombs
594-5759
22 COMMON GROUND 5 MILER. Contact; Skip Howard, Athletic Attic, Bangor
Mall, Bangor, ME 04401 947-6880
30 5TH ANNUAL BENJAMIN'S 10,000 METER ROAD RACE. Rated in the top 40
Road Races in America in 1983 by THE RUNNER magazine! One of only 
17 lOK's so honored; along with Bonnie Bell, New England's premier 
10K. Bigger and better than ever. Contact: J.P. Parcak, 123 Franklin 
St., Bangor, ME 04401
Oct.
? GREAT AMERICAN DREAM ROAD RACE. 4 miles in Old Orchard Beach.
Contact: Dick Roberge, 110 Union Ave., Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064
934-5390
7 PEN BAY TRADE WINDS CLASSIC. Rockland 5 & 3.1 milers. Contact:
Sterling LeBlanc 596-6661
13 ROCKLAND DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL FLYING TIGERS CROSS COUNTRY RUN. 2.8 
Miles - Contact: Ted DeNacho 354-8012
14 SRI CHINMOY 5 MILE RUN. Falmouth at 8 a.m. Contact: Sri Chinmoy 
Marathon Team, 40 Main St., Topsham, ME 04086
? CASCO BAY MARATHON. A classic distance event.
28 GREAT PUMPKIN RACE. 1.5 & 10K from Camp Ellis, Saco. Another in
a long line of GREAT Maine lOK's!! MSRC, PO Box 1131, Biddeford 
ME 04005
Nov.
11 5TH ANNUAL VETERAN'S DAY ROAD RACES. Certified half-marathon and 5K.
10:00 and 10:15 a.m. at Hodgkins School, Augusta. Co-sponsored by 
Augusta Elks for benefit of American Heart Association. Contact:
Greg Nelson at 582-5607.
18 GREAT OSPREY OCEAN RUN #3. 12 noon. 10K at Wolf Neck State Park,
Freeport. Contact: Pete Marczak, Freeport Community Ed., Holbrook 
St., Freeport, ME 04032 865-6171
22 GASPING GOBBLER ROAD RACES. Certified 10K and 2 mile. Augusta Civic
Center. Contact: Barbara Godfrey at 622-4711 or 622-7734. The 10K 
that Gerry Clapper owns!
This list is tentative and subject to change. As you can see there are a lot 
of races not mentioned here. Make sure you continuously check the current 
issue of Maine Running for all additions and any date changes. Once again,
I hope that this will be the best year yet for Maine road racing and Maine
road racers.
(Jchronomix
Attention Race Director:
We have a Zetachrom digital race clock 
and.a Chronomix 731 Compusport printer 
available for your race. Rental fee 
only $75.00 for the two pieces. Call 
early to reserve this equipment for 
your race date. TEL. 282-2903.
BflUSSCV
IN THE FOURTH ANNUAL
0 meter
(6.213 miles) T.A.C. Certified
0X1) RACE
Bangor, Maine
THE
RUNNER MAGAZINE 
RATES BENJAMIN’S. . .
•TOP 40 ROAD RACES IN AMERICA 
♦TOP 17 10K’s IN AMERICA
♦TOP 10K RACE IN NEW ENGLAND
Benjamin's Tavern/Nike/Budweiser Light/Goldsmith's Sporting Goods/Merrill Family of Banks/Doug's 
Shop 'n Save/Athletic Attic/City of Bangor/Bangor Mall Assoc./Downeast Toyota/Sawyer Environmental/ 
Beacon Motor Company/Depositors Trust Company/1912 Associates/WGUY Radio/John Bapst High 
School/Wendy's/Colonial Carpets/Bangor Photographic/Gerald L. Roy Agency
1983
10K
A great year for the 10.,0.Q0 meter distance in the state of Maine. In last year's 
annual only 50 men broke thirty-three minutes. 48 women broke 42 in 82 and 
52 accomplished the feat in 83. A lot of credit has got to go to the race 
directors. Bob LaNigra of Marathon Sports RC and the Great Pumpkin; John Parcak 
of Benjamin's; Chip Carey of Kingfield; Ken Sylvester of the Maine Seafood;
Cliff Fletcher of the Gasping Gobbler; Kevin Purcell of China Classic fame and 
the Rowdies for the Rumble. Maine hosts the No. 1 10K in all of New England. 
Let's get Benjamin's some company in the national rankings this year! We know 
that the state's 10k's are the best; let's convince the rest of New England and 
the world, support the concept of excellence in 10,000 meter racing throughout 
the year.
1. Greg Meyer 28:49. 6 37. Mike Gagne 31:53
2. Bruce Bickford 28:57. 1 38. Steve Carle 32:02
3. Andy Palmer 29:06. 1 39. Jeff Crocker 32:05
4. Dean Kimball 29:28 40. Werner Pobatschnig 32:07
5. Hank Pfeifle 29:34 41. Jeff Crawford 32:08
6. Mark Kimball 29:38 42. Seamus O'Sullivan 32:08
7. Guy Stearns 29:41 43. Scott Brawn 32:09
8. Wally Collins 29:49 44. Kim Wettloffer 32:10
9. Buddy Bostock 29:52 45. George Towle 32:11
10. Tim Murphy 29:57 46. B. Nichols 32:13
11. Tim Donovan 30:07 47. Greg Parlin 32:14
12. Larry Bartlow 30:11 48. Walt Chadwick 32:15
13. Gerry Clapper 30:12 49. Henri Bouchard 32:18
14. Robert Day 30:12 50. K. Crowley 32:18
15. Sammy Pelletier 30:13 51. James Gildard 32:22
16. Paul Hammond 30:16 52. Danny Barker 32:24
17. Nick Brawn 30:27 53. Richard Khorigan 32:27
18. Dominic Golding 30:33 54. Ralph Fletcher 32:28
19. Kenny Flanders 30:37 55. Ralph Douquette 32:32
20. Doug Ingersoll 30:37 56. Glendon Rand 32:35
21. Mike Lavalley 30:45 57. Gilbert Urseti 32:36
22. Tom Radcliffe 31:02 58. Jerry Crommett 32:40
23. Paul Beaulieu 31:09 59. Dick Balentine 32:41
24. Tony Bates 31:12 60. Tony Post 32:41
25. Mike Westphal 31:16 61. John Keller 32:44
26. Chris Bovie 31:19 62. Ken Letourneau 32:45
27. Bob Winn 31:26 63. Bill Hine 32:46
28. Stu Hogan 31:26 64. Peter Lessard 32:48
29. Danny Paul 31:29 65. W. Blood 32:52
30. James Newett 31:30 66. Marlin Conrad 32:52
31. Mike Gaige 31:36 67. Hank Chipman 32:53
32. Jay Haug 31:37 68. Dick Fournier 32:53
33. Rock E. Green 31:46 69. John Luther 32:54
34. Tim Curtin 31:48 70. Greg Nelson 32:55
35. Lance Guliani 31:49 71. Eric McNett 32:55
36. Bruce Ellis 31:52 72. Steve Podgajny 32:57
73. John Fitzgerald 33:00
1. Joan Benoit 31:36 27. Diane Fournier 39:48
2. Karen Dunn 34:36 28. Ann Blumer 39:55
3. Susannah Beck 36:11 29. Maddy Butcher 40:01
4. Jane Welzel 36:22 30. Nancy Schmidt 40:03
5. Melanie Holter 36:37 31. Nancy Laferriere 40:04
6. Robin Emery 36:51 32. Carroll Smith 40:15
7. Anne Marie Davee 37:00 33. Susan Stone 40:18
8. Kim Beaulieu 37:13 34. Karen Goodbertlet 40:19
9. Marj Podgajny 37:32 35. Kathy Kohtala 40:21
10. Kathy Northrop 37:37 36. Jo Comeau 40:28
11. Cecily Currier 37:43 37. Diane Wood 40:37
12. Biese Schaff 37:51 38. Brook Merrow 40:42
13. Mary Bart 37:54 39. Carol McRea 40:49
14. Linda Larue 37:57 40. Beth Golden 40:58
15. Sue Elias 38:03 41. Sonja McLaughlin 40:59
16. Delinda Smith 38:12 42. Maureen O'Connor 41:02
17. Cynthia Lynch 39:00 43. Gladys DeWick 41:09
18. Laurie Munson 39:06 44. Nancy Ellis 41:10
19. Connie Russell 39:10 45. Francie Gass 41:15
20. Anita Teschek 39:27 46. Adrian Leggett 41:22
21. Kathy Reinertson 39:28 47. Sharon Beal 41:28
22. Amy Campbell 39:30 48. Joanie Rhoda 41:42
23. Joanne Cole 39:31 49. Katrina Pugh 41:43
24. Christie Baldwin 39:33 50. Becky Snow 40:48
25. Jane Parsons 39:37 51. Roberta Sharp 41:49
26. Kathy Knight 39:38 52. Paula Boggs 41:57
A shoe for runners who 
are murder on running shoes.
The New Balance 555 is designed for people who are tough 
on running shoes, or who do their running in areas that are 
tough on shoes. With a unique carbon rubber hounds- 
tooth outersole and combination-lasted design, it's 
the most durable multi-terrain running shoe
New Balance has ever made.
new balance 
555
Available in a variety of widths.
JAmES BAILEY co. inc
The malne Tradition In Sports
264 Middle St., Monument Square 
Intown Portland 774-6635
Bostonfest winner, Andy Palmer came up 
just short of upsetting Hank Pfeifle in 
this year’s Runner of the Year pole.
MARATHON
The year of the marathon is almost at an end. After Boston the Olympic qualifiers 
will all be picked and prepared for three of the finest events in history - the 
trials and the 1984 Olympics. It’s great to see so many familiar Maine faces in 
the trials. They are all gearing up for the best performance of their lives. One 
of the national networks has announced plans to telecast the first ever women’s 
trials from Washington. Hopefully, we will be treated to just over two hours and 
twenty minutes of Joan Benoit. Forty-seven Maine women managed to break the 3:30 
mark this year. That's thirteen more than were reported in 82. The men fell from 
36 to 26 under 2:35 but the qualify improved greatly with Roland Davide's new state 
record at the Maine Coast and Andy Palmer and Sammy Pelletier's big wins at Bostonfest 
and Philadelphia. Unfortunately Rock E. Green can only count once in the standings.
He pulled the ultimate hat-trick by winning three of the state's five marathons in
83. He managed to finish second in the other two as well.
1. Joan Benoit 2:22;42* 26. Dorothy Helling 3:18:37
2. Gillian Horovitz 2:48;48 27. Christie Baldwin 3:18:48
3. Linda Adams 2:49:55 28. Karen Mansen 3:18:59
4. Kim Beaulieu 2:50:07 29. Karen Herold 3:19:25
5. Mary Ann Bray 2:50:11 30. Joanie Rhoda 3:19:55
6. Anne Marie Davee 2:51:13 31. Anne Gustus 3:20:26
7. Kim Alcorn 2:54:45 32. Barbara Plank 3:21:08
8. Lynde Kimball 2:59:56 33. Mimi Mattson 3:21:52
9. Diane Fournier 3:01:03 34. Barbara Hamaluk 3:21:56
10. Linda Larue 3:02:56 35. Brenda LoPotro 3:21:59
11. Nancy Chaplan 3:06:12 36. Virginia Vendrell 3:22:05
12. Linda Sprague 3:,08:12 37. Sandra Haggett 3:23:17
13. Donna McDonald 3:08:25 38. Margaret Doenges 3:23:33
14. Ann Blumer 3:09:09 39. Josephine Marchetti 3:25:47
15. Mary Zickus 3:09:23 40. Debbie Sawyer 3:25:57
16. Mary Anderson 3:09:26 41. Suzanne Hall 3:26:21
17. Corky Keefe 3:09:28 42. Melora Coggeshall 3:26:40
18. Maureen Ward 3:10:41 43. Faye Gagnon 3:26:57
19. Catherine Heffernan 3:11:49 44. Judy Romvos 3:27:38
20. Marj Podgajny 3:12:05 45. Barbara Coughlin 3:28:35
21. Carol Coles 3:14:24 46. Irene Kamfonik 3:28:45
22. Marsha Sokoloski 3:15:46 47. Catherine Jarratt 3:29:53
23. Bev Burchell 3:17:32
24. Catherine Hissem 3:17:32 * New World's Record
25. Carol McRea 3:18:05
1. Roland Davide 2:15:13* 15. Rob Spaulding 2:30:22
2. Sammy Pelletier 2:15:26 16. . Peter Carnes 2:30:28
3. Andy Palmer 2:16:25 17. Kevin Garceau 2:30:33
4. Hank Pfeifle 2:17:16 18. David Kayser 2:31:36
5. Peter Millard 2:21:+ 19. Bill Lawder 2:32:31
6. William Farrington 2:24:08 20. Wayne Swanson 2:32:33
7. Robert Winn 2:24:42 21. Mark Zartarian 2:32:34
8. Rock E. Green 2:26:02 22. John Magill 2:32:37
9. Jake Sullivan 2:26:55 23. Bruce Ellis 2:33:15
10. Brad Hammond 2:27:09 24. Eric McNett 2:34:00
11. Bryan Kuprewicz 2:27:23 25. Lance Guliani 2:34:20
12. Ken Flanders 2:28:43 26. Gene Coffin 2:34:43
13. Larry MacDonald 2:29:23
14. Tom Amiro 2:30:03 * Official State of Maine Record
RUNNER OF THE YEAR
For the past three years Maine Running has tried to recognize the best runners 
in Maine with an objective system. Larry Allen did a tremendous amount of leg 
work on this project in the past. I wish he were around to help me this year.
The system is based on computer generated tables published in Computerized 
Running Training. Eligibility for the award for the best overall distance 
runner from Maine requires that 4 criteria be met within the previous calendar 
year:
1) a 10K time
2) a marathon time
3) a middle distance of your choice from 15K, 10 miles, 20k, half-
marathon, 15 mile or 25K
4) any distance of your choice, including track races, metric 
distances, or another 10K or marathon
Here are 1983’s results:
Hank Pfeifle 1. Joan Benoit
1) 29:34 10K Benjamin's 930 1) 31:37 10K Bonne Bell 820
2) 2:17:16 America's M 930 2) 2:22:43 Boston WR* 870
3) 38:39 8M Stowe 930 3) 1:09:10 Phil Dist Run 830
4) 22:52 8K Newport Bch 960 4) 31:44 10K Crescent City 810
3750 pts.. 3330 pts.
Andy Palmer 2. Kim Beaulieu
1) 29:06 10K Benjamin's 950 1) 37:13 10K Rowdy Rumble 590
2) 2:16:25 Bostonfest 940 2) 2:50:07 Maine Coast 620
3) 1:04:55 ^M Phil 930 3) 62:51 Good Sports 10M 570
4) 29:39 10K Kingfield 920 4) 30:43 Gardiner 5M 530
3740 pts. 2310 pts.
Sammy Pelletier 3. Anne Marie Davee
1) 29:45 10K Benjamin's 920 1) 37:00 10K Kingfield 590
2) 2:15:26 Phil Mara 960 2) 2:51:13 Bostonfest Mara 610
3) 1:04:45 ^M Phil 930 3) 1:23:54 Great DE h Mara 460
4) 1:02:40 New Haven 20K' 910 4) 37:18 Benjamin's 10K 580
3720 pts. 2240 pts.
is some very fast company. All six are qualified for the Olympic trials in
the marathon. Joan’s world record win at Boston is one of the most unforgetable 
sports achievements of all time. Andy’s victory at the first Bostonfest was a 
real shot in the arm for the gentle giant from Madawaska. Sammy’s victory at 
Philadelphia was the fastest marathon ever run by a Maine resident. (Correct me 
if I'm wrong). Anne Marie's first real year of racing was nothing short of sen-
sational. Kim's ultra's just keep getting better and better, but the real story 
is Hank. In May he could only stand and watch Andy win the Boothbay Harbor 10K.
He was laid low with a nagging back problem. Not running at all. Andy might have 
made a mistake when he advised Hank to visit Dr. Dick MacDonald in Waterville.
By mid-June Dick had the Kennebunk Flash running better than he had ever run before 
Perhaps we should have a generosity award for Andy and a special award for the 
magic fingers of Dick MacDonald.
What's really scary is the fact that all six of these individuals will probably
better their 10K and marathon times in 1984. I'd be willing to put money on it.
What, Me Run?
There’s snow on the ground again, and again I’m running on and in it. Don’t I 
have.any sense at all?
A few weeks ago I was in Florida. I ran on the beach. The first few times I 
wore shoes. Many people stared at me. The shoes got all wet and full of sand.
The last few times I ran barefoot. There were places on the beach where the 
sand was mostly broken seashells, sticking up like razors. Other places there 
were Portuguese Men-of War, little purple inflated balloons with stinging 
tentacles spread around all over. I understand that salt water is a natural 
antiseptic. Good thing.
Now no one in Maine that I’ve talked to, seems to feel sorry about the hazards 
I faced down there, running on the sand. This shows a lack of charity that I 
can’t hardly believe. I feel sorry for them, after all, running in the snow 
and subzero weather, breath freezing on beard and scarf and face, wind cutting 
through clothing and freezing odd parts of the body, clothing chafing in 
unusual and tender places, feet slipping and sliding on the snow and ice, feet 
shooting up into the air and backside slamming onto frozen pavement, while I 
was sweating and huffing and losing stride when certain types of people 
sashayed and wiggled past.
Now I’m back, and believe me, my sorrow for them has increased by huge and 
empathetic bounds. Now my beard is icing up and my feet are shooting off in 
all directions, and cars are throwing slush all over me — while obnoxious 
little yapping dogs run out and nip at my heels, causing me to lose 
concentration and look around just far enough so that there’s a twist in the 
heel, which accelerates on a spot of ice and sends both feet high in the air 
again, and somehow (darn it!) I miss that yapper as I come down hard and wonder 
if I broke anything this time...
And some mornings as I listen to WeatherRadio, it says that the temperature is 
somewhere below ten degrees F, which is the minimum at which I’ll run. Never 
mind wind chill, I’m talking temperature, and it’s not the frozen epidermus 
that concerns me (though, heaven knows, it took a few hard thaws to teach me 
why male runners wear shorts over their sweat pants and look ridiculous), but 
rather the lungs. That cold, dry air is just no good for them. It’s bad 
enough to run around breathing out of the side of the mouth to keep the moist 
breath from landing on glasses lenses and sticking there in opaque, frozen 
layer after layer. That’s bad enough. What’s even worse is to try to wear a 
scarf or ski mask over the mouth to moderate the air before it gets into the 
lungs and causes a bloody cough. Such fabric somehow always directs the 
breathing right up onto the inside surface of the aforesaid lenses, causing it 
(the breath) to freeze there in opaque aforesaid layer after layer. I tell 
you, it’s enough to make a grown man cry. But then, the tears freeze!
So I won’t run when it’s less than ten degrees. Instead, I eat.
Why not wear contact lenses, you nag? Well, a minority of the population just 
can’t. Just like a minority of the population is stupid enough to go running 
around in the dead of winter.
Copyright 1984 
by Donald Wismer
AT THE RACES
LAKE LOOP RUN XC SKI RACE 
Rangeley 10K Jan 15th
On Sunday, January 15, 1984, 18 skiers competed in the Lake Loop Run at Ski Nordic 
Touring Center at Saddleback Mt, with Eric McNett of Brunswick taking top honors with 
a time of 30:56, despite being handicapped with two broken ski tips as the result of 
a fall at the 4k mark. The 10K course was on the newly opened Lake Trail circling 
Saddleback Lake, an easy loop that follows old communication trails, tote roads, and 
also uses part.of the lake itself, with panoramic views of the surrounding mountains 
that border Saddleback's 11,000 acre preserve.
First lady across the line was Jane Waddle, also of Brunswick, in a time of 42:08. 
The oldest competitor, 73 year old John Roderick of Rumford, finished 12th in 46:48, 
well ahead of much of the younger field. Several husband/wife teams entered (Amoroso, 
Giglio, LoPotro), and the entry of 9 year old Mark Amoroso made for a three generation 
field, Grandfater Ray Atwood managing to keep pace with Mark in Mark's first cross 
country race. Erik Andersen, the only local entrant, placed 10th, in 43:08.
The snow stopped falling early Sunday morning, allowing crisp tracks to be set in 
the 4" of powder that started coming down on Saturday. The temperature remained 
around 15 degrees, allowing easy waxing, and the wind stayed away, making the lake
crossing comfortable. Times, technique, and falls were discussed while enjoying
beer and hot cider at the finish line and official results were announced over beer
at the Painted Pony in the Saddleback base lodge.
1. Eric McNett 30:56 10. Erik Anderson 43:08
2. Ron Newbury 33:06 11. Phil Gould 43:10
3. Dean Gillett 34:53 12. John Roderick 46:48
4. Dan Campbell 36:26 13. Brenda LoPotro 50:31*
5. Arnold Amoroso 36:36 14. Marsha Giglio 50:38*
6. William LoPotro 40:40 15. Ray Giglio 51:33
7. Gil Roderick 41:48 16. Tom Swan 58:48
8. Jane Waddle 42:08* 17. Mark Amoroso 65:42
9. Grace Amoroso 42:50* 18. Ray Atwood 65:42
KING OF THE MOUNTAIN
Each year during the full moon of February> Dr. John Frachella leads. a group of 
hearty soles in to Mt. Katahdin on cross country skis and they spend a week 
climbing the mountain. Their plans are all set for this year’s assault. Here 
are his reflections in the form of a letter to me, from last year’s climb.
Dear Bob, 2/26/83
Tonite we’re staying in the bunkhouse at Chimney Pond, our basecamp for the ascent 
we will make tomorrow morning on Mt. Katahdin, 5,270 feet above sea level. Katahdin's 
not very high in mountaineering terms, but it's alone and this special isolation is 
what has drawn us here. With no other peaks to crowd it, this rocky levithan stands 
stark against the northern Maine forest like some obscure, isolated symbol of Nature 
Herself.
A few hours ago we climbed into the South Basin at the bottom of the Cathedral, 
a sheer vertical cliff where ice hung above us, blue-green, sparkling in the late 
afternoon sun. We witnessed a small storm blowing snow across the peak and then, 
as if in slow motion, an avalanche cascaded a couple thousand feet to our left.
We skied our way back to the bunkhouse, weightlessly floating on six inches of 
fresh powder. Afterwards some of us chopped wood while others went in to make 
dinner.
There's an Indian with us who tells us that Pamola, Spirit of the Storm Bird, won't 
tollerate our ascent tomorrow unless we prepare ourselves spiritually. Not willing 
to test the odds, we eat together quietly, stare out the front window of the bunk-
house in awe, and we pray, each in our own way. Powerful Forces are testing our 
impecability.
The front of the bunkhouse overlooks the'Cathedral, a gothic monolith with spires, 
butresses and ice patches in pastels, not unlike stained glass. We slipped out-
side after dinner to see the rising of the moon as it cast shadows of trees against 
snow, mountain against sky. Here and there, an ice patch reflected moonlight into 
space.
Later that night as I crawled into my bunk, I thought about how well things looked 
from Katahdin. Sure, there's the threat of nuclear war, a failing economy, and 
those atrocities in El Salvador...but somehow it seemed all right to know that if 
our Planet survives disaster, She has the potential to be beautiful in a reflection 
of some incomprehensible order within the Universe.
From the top of the World,
JCF
Discover
Cross-countrv
skiing.
SOUTH OF THE BORDER
by Steve Vaitones
Frank Glynn is correct regarding Chris 
Snow, but according to what I saw, there 
is a freshman there (at BC) with that 
name, so a correction would be in order.
LIFE SPIRTSy OF ELLSWORTH
HIGH STREET, ELLSWORTH
OTHER NEWS (Researched & Verified)
"Eastern Track" magazine named Lisa Wakem 
of Scarborough to their All East HS X 
Country 3rd team.
Greg Hale was 98th at National NCAA XC 
on Nov 21 at Lehigh U. 10K, in a time 
of 31:30. Michelle Hallett 54th at TAC 
National XC (5K) in 18:17.
Lot of Mainers at Dartmouth Relays. The 
only results I took were on Hank Pfeifle. 
Hank ran a 4:10 (or less) lead off leg on 
4x1 mile relay (4 Corners/Nike TC) and a 
close 3rd in the invitational 3,000 meter 
in 8:08.61 (1st = 8:08.37). U Maine and 
Mt Ararat had a lot of people. More news 
as it happens.
RUNNING
Saucony - Tiger - Etonic Shoes 
Bill Rodgers, Moving Comfort 
Woman on the Run 
Everything from Sorbethane to 
Pulseometers
PADDLING
Large selection of canoes & 
kayaks Complete line of
accessories.
‘Sporting Goods for All Seasons'
I Good Sports
[ 3 Pleasant St, Brunswck
729-9949
CAMPING
EQUIPMENT
Northface - Kelty - Camptrails 
White Stag
From stuff sacks to Fabiano 
ultra-lite hiking boots, we have 
the largest selection of camping
goods in Eastern Maine.
TENNIS & 
RACQUETBALL
Prince - Head - Rossignol -
Ektelon & Donnay Racquets
Diadora & Etonic Shoes 
Le Coq Sportif Apparel
Pacers spent the holiday season running. 
Wednesday, December 21, we held a club 
meeting and fun run. The fun run started 
at 6:30 p.m. and went around downtown Rock-
land. Many Pacers donned bells, and even 
a few had energy to sing carols.
After the fun run an informal club meet-
ing was held at Pres. Ken Sylvester’s house. 
Christmas cheer abounded and several Pacers 
tried to find out Paulette’s "secret" eggnog 
recipe.
Pacers voted to hold the 15 mile champion-
ship for the second year. Date will be 
announced, probably late March early April.
In the spirit of giving, Pacers donated $100.00 
lenged all other running clubs in Maine to do the
to the WABK Love Fund 
same.
and chal-
The New Year started off with a 
bers appeared in the best shape.
fun run held at the Trade Winds. Not all mem- 
You could sure guess who had partied all night.
Many Pacers are now getting in their LSD runs for marathon training. Harry 
Schmitke for Bermuda and Boston, Carol McRea for Boston, and several Pacers for 
the Downeast and the Maine Coast.
By the way, some confusion over the date for the Maine Coast. Will it be held 
Memorial Day weekend, or in June as reported in THE RUNNER magazine. (In the 1984 
Marathon Calendar it was listed under June 27) Is this a mistake? Let us know.
Maine Track Club
Thanks,
Bob Cuthbertson
Last month I indicated the outstanding runners in MTC. The results were in Maine 
Running and Portland and other papers, but that doesn't tell the whole story. Most 
improved in the open category, Bob Coughlin, has had PR’s at all distances, capping 
it off at Casco Bay with a 2:45:59 with five minutes and 13 seconds less than 1982. 
Bob has also become quite a triathlete. Jerie Bugbee has had PR’s at various dis-
tances and has also become quite a triathlete. Most improved 30-39, Greg Dugas, has 
had a number of PR's this year, capping it off with a 2:48:19 at Casco Bay with a 
PR of 11 minutes less than 1982 to qualify him for the Boston Marathon. Jane Dolley 
has had PR's at various distances, capped off with a 3:25 at Foxboro Marathon (the 
"Foxtrotter"). She's a triathlete also. Bob Payne, most improved 40-49, with a 
PR of 2:56 Maine Coast Marathon, another PR at Casco Bay 2:58:49, nearly 3 minutes 
faster than 1982. Jean Thomas had a PR of 3:44:51 at Casco Bay, improving 9:53 over 
Maine Coast Marathon and was also a big improvement over NYC and Rotterdam Marathons. 
Warren Wilson, most improved 50+, has been racing a lot and making steady progress 
all year, wrapping it up with a 3:28:18 at Casco Bay, 22 minutes and 18 seconds less 
than 1982. Dick Lajoie was Rookie of the Year and has really come along after just 
gettting off a bike a short time ago. He was real strong in the Surf 'n Turf cha? 
lenge and dusted me off at Hills Beach three miler. Comeback runner of the year,
Rick Strout is getting leaner and meaner all the time, coming back from injuries 
with a 3:32:39 at Casco Bay. This was 41:54 better than 1981 Casco Bay. MTC runner
of the year, Greg Parlin, has had PR's at practically all distances, including 
2:35:08 at Casco Bay, 11:45 better than 1982, while commuting from New Vinyard, 
a little south of Sugarloaf. Greg also had a 32:14 at Kingfield 10K along with 
Harry Nelson and Jim Kein to bring home the team award for MTC. Laurie Munson, 
MTC runner of the year, has had many PR's at many distances, and her most out-
standing was a 2:53 at Nike Marathon, Eugene, Oregon. She won this trip to Nike 
for being 1st female at the Delta run which was part of the Spring Point Cele-
bration last June at SMVTI.
Mike Wordon and Russ Connors, cook and assistant cook, great pasta parties, 
rounded out with excellent cheesecake, but more important, has been the fellow-
ship it has promoted among our members, and their families.
Omaha, Nebraska, Boy's Town - 5-10 inches of snow!!!
High School Division - Jeff Pomroy 87th/170 
Lisa Wakem 23rd/170
Grammer School Division - Under 10 years - Lorie Towle 22nd/120+
11-12 - Katie Towle 51st/120+
Under 10 years - David Wakem 49th/120+
Just got word that Mark Hoffmaster is in Maine Medical Center, Room 110, Richards 
Wing and would appreciate your cards and letters.
See you at the races,
Herb Strom
Other MTC awards: High School Outstandings - Marc Welch and Sara Connors
MTC PeeWees of the Year - Jeff Paul, Katie Towle, Lori Towle
David Manthorne
John Fyalka Award - David Trussell
John Fyalka $200 Scholarship - Chris Kein
Major Contribution - Charlie Scribner, Marion Leschey
Waterboy Award - James McCartney
Endangered Species - Who else? Herbie Strom
Other finishers in the Handicap race not mentioned in the PPH.
26. Bob Jolicoeur 44:11 32. John Keller 46:16
27. Russ Connors 44:25 33. Greg Parlin 46:16
28. Pat Kein 44:44 34. Brian St. Pierre 46:32
29. Wilbur Holmes 45:01
30. Barb Coughlin 45:12 Young David Manthorne won the race
31. Laurie Munson 46:15
Shoes MAINE RUNNING THROUGH OTHER MEDIA
. .,nylh‘"« v';<'
Tb^ 5 ' yera' he ba* -n Yu*
one Head Maine Running, the newspaper article, in the Bar Harboi 
Times, the Valley Times of Pittsfield and other Maine news- 
papers. Is it in yours yet? Listen to Maine Running each 
week on WABI-AM 91 in Bangor. 5:50 in the evening Fridays.
Dear Bob:
This will confirm our telephone conversation of last night. Steve Vaitones’ 
article concerning the Maine runners at Boston College credits Paul Plissey,
Michelle Hallet and Chris Snow as being members of the 1983 varsity cross 
country team at BC. He is correct about Plissey and Hallett, but Christine 
Snow is still attending Old Orchard Beach High School.
During the past cross country season Maine runners had a strong representation on 
the Boston College scene. In addition to Michelle Hallett, Virginia Connors, Emily 
Higgins and Theresa Doucette ran with the top seven.
Thought I would also give you a little background concerning the accomplishments 
of these athletes in AAU/USA Junior Olympic Cross Country Championship competition.
Hallett traveled to the Nationals with us twice - Wyoming in 1980 and Texas in 1981. 
In Wyoming she had a 5th place finish on a Lakers Track Club team which finished 5th. 
In Texas she won a National Individual championship on an LTC team which finiched 2nd.
Plissey competed in the Nationals in 1980, 1981, and 1982. In 1980 he finished 14th 
on a LTC team which finished 6th. In 81 he had a 2nd place finish on a LTC team 
which finished third and in 82 at Kansas he was 7th on a 7th place LTC team.
Greg Hale, incidentally, had a 2nd place finish on the Lakers team which had a 
5th place finish at Cheyenne, Wyoming in 1980.
Virginia Connors finished 3rd on our National Championship team at Kansas in 1982.
Emily Higgins had an 18th place finish on this same team.
Chris Snow has competed at the AAU/USA Junior Olympics at Texas in 81, where she 
finished 23rd, at Kansas in 82 where she finished 21st, and this year at the TAC/USA 
Junior Olympics where whe finished 6th on a team which won a National championship. 
Chris has also run in the AAU/USA Junior Olympic track and field championships twice 
at Memphis, Tennessee and at Notre Dame this past summer where she won a bronze 
medal in the 3000 meter run. She has anther year of Junior Olympic eligibility.
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'TSE PACK'
T.A.C. JR. OLYMPIC STATE CHAMPIONSHIP 
AND REGION I QUALIFYING MEET 
Scarborough Nov
10 & Under Boys - 3K
1. Seth Thornton Scar 12:44
2. Andrew Karcsh Scar 12:52
3. Josh Gagnon 13:06
4. Isaac Hutchinson 13:07
5. E. Worcester CITC 13:20
6. Braden Alley Scar 13:26
7. David Wakem Scar 13:29
8. Chris Goulet Sab 13:35
9. D. Stokes CITC 13:38
10. B. White CITC 13:44
11. S. Colucci CITC 13:56
12. D. Hennessy Scar 13:57
13. D. Weatherbie 14:02
14. C. Joslin CITC 14:17
15. W. Freeman Scar 14:20
16. W. Stiles CITC 14:22
17. D. White 14:23
18. J. Davis 14:38
19. B. Berry 14:51
20. E. Lacombe 14:52
21. J. Richards 14:56
22. L. McCoy 15:00
23. D. Erikson CITC 15:26
24. B. Lemay 16:07
25. J. Beaulier CITC 16:23
26. S. Whittier CITC 16:35
27. K. Wood 16:46
28. B. Bedard 17:44
29. M. Porter CITC 17:52
30. P. Duff CITC 18:25
31. K. Ashton 18:31
32. S. Wood 19:25
33. s. LaPlante 19:33
Teams: Scarborough T.C. 21
CITC 34
10 & Under Girls - 3K
1. Kristy Bryant Ell 13:43
2. Loriann Towle Scar 13:46
3. R. Silke Scar 14:26
4. Amy Shnur Sab 14:30
5. Cathy Mecham Sab 14:59
6. B. Curtis CITC 15:17
7. M. Hancock CITC 15:18
8. E. Doyle CITC 15:19
9. L. Whittier CITC 15:22
10. C. Deraspe Sab 15:26
11. K. Whitmore Ell 15:27
12. K. Carson CITC 15:28
13. R. Jacobs Ell 15:32
14. B. St. Amand Sab 15:36
15. J. Reali CITC 15:37
16. J. Labrecque Sab 15:40
17. J. Popp CITC 15:49
18. S. Roberts Sab 16:08
19. T. Wilbur Sab 16:09
20. J. Fulmer CITC 16:16
21. J. Jurkowski 16:18
22. A. Erikson CITC 16:28
23. H. Bonin Sab 16:35
24. B. Foley CITC 16:36
25. M. Parent Sab 17:00
26. K. Ward CITC 15:54
27. T. Gauthier Sab 15:57
28. H. Hayes CITC 16:03
29. M. Pierson Ell 16:45
30. W. Gilbert Ell 16:51
31. N. Laliberty Sab 20:09
32. T. Turcotte Sab 20:45
33. T. Belanger 21:07
34. A. Hughes Ell 21:10
35. W. Long 21:15
36. L. Behr 21:43
Teams: CITC 15
Ellsworth 40
26. J. Decker CITC 17:09
27. M. Smith CITC 17:43
28. R. Buffington 20:04
29. V. Scott Sab 22:28
Teams: CITC 26
Sabattus 30
11-12 Boys - 3K
1. Chad Gagnon 11:51
2. David Manthome Scar 12:03
3. M. Hodgson Scar 12:28
4. S. Loomis CITC 12:32
5. M. Holmes Scar 12:34
6. P. Kein Scar 12:36
7. P. Larose CITC 12:38
8. C. Carroll CITC 13:15
9. J. Heckmon Ell 13:18
10. B. Martin 13:24
11. D. Dorr 13:25
12. N. Clukey CITC 13:28
13. E. Hall Ell 13:31
14. J. Karcsh Scar 13:32
15. M. Day 13:35
16. P. Mullen 13:44
17. M. Worthen Ell 13:48
18. D. Lambert CITC 13:51
19. J. Teas 13:53
20. G. Turner Ell 13:55
21. T. Gray 13:58
22. P. Brown CITC 14:00
23. C. Coffey Ell 14:18
24. A. Saia Ell 15:29
25. M. Scott 15:37
26. M. Hallee 16:33
27. J. Porch CITC 17:11
28. C. Robinson 17:33
29. S. Levasseur 17:34
Teams: Scarboro 23
CITC 38
Ellsworth 60
11-12 Girls - 3K
1. Jillane Decker CITC 12:40
2. Lenora Felker CITC 12:58
3. T. Pooler CITC 13:04
4. K. Towle CITC 13:15
5. K. Colucci CITC 13:23
6. M. Lounder Ell 13:29
7. J.J. Lewey 13:35
8. Missy Shea Ell 13:36
9. C. Strong 13:52
10. S. Berry CITC 14:10
11. J. Wadman Ell 14:15
12. E. Freeling 14:19
13. E. Champlin 14:20
14. S. Meehan 14:21
15. W. Buffington 14:22
16. J. Shepard Ell 14:32
17. R. Dale Ell 14:33
18. L. Proulx 14:34
19. L. Shaw Ell 14:35
20. S. Collier 14:39
21. S. Dawney Ell 14:52
22. B. Bragg Ell 15:03
23. D. Baymaker Ell 15:11
24. N. Stoddard CITC 15:15
25. L. Stiles CITC 15:45
13-14 Boys - 4K
1. Kevin Lyons Scar 14:36
2. Pat Kamm Scar 14:56
3. Sean Doody Scar 15:05
4. Chris Farley Scar 15:09
5. B. Corcoran Scar 15:16
6. Brent Leighton Scar 15:22
7. Mike Lyons Scar 15:28
8. Robbie Pendergist Ell 15:31
9. C. Dixon Scar 15:33
10. J. Moore 15:40
11. J. Chapman CITC 15:41
12. D. Thompson 15:42
13. S. Heath 15:45
14. L. Mitchell 15:53
15. W. Berry 15:54
16. S. Cain 16:03
17. C. Boyle Ell 16:04
18. R. Karam Scar 16:07
19. J. Jalbert Lew 16:09
20. B. Pearson Scar 16:11
21. B. Crockett Scar 16:15
22. M. Ertha 16:28
23. J. Emery 16:29
24. K. Les 16:49
25. J. Ives 16:50
26. J. Sullivan 17:01
27. T. Berry CITC 17:02
28. K. Tardiff 17:10
29. C. Felker CITC 17:11
30. w. Rolfe 17:12
31. T. Perrin 17:24
32. S. Rolfe 17:28
33. B. Van Pelt Ell 17:31
34. B. Newbegin Ell 17:41
35. M. Webber 18:04
36. E. Holloway 18:25
37. B. Cousins Ell 18:32
38. A. Chandler CITC 18:39
39. J. Brown CITC 18:43
40. C. Smith CITC 18:45
41. J. Nicholas 18:46
42. s. Krauss CITC 18:54
Teams: Scarboro 15
Ellsworth 70
Chebeaugue Island 78
13-14 Girls - 4K
1. Jennifer Rolfe LTC 16:27
2. Rachel Dunn LTC 16:47
3. M. Johnson Har 17:13
4. Allyson Jones CITC 17:17
5. J. Higgins Har 17:33
6. Michelle Merry LTC 17:51
7. Melodie Vanasse LTC 18:01
8. D. Whelton LTC 18:02
9. E. Jurkowski 18:03
10. Jenny Shea 18:05
11. K. Curtis LTC 18:09
12. K. Shea Har 18:14
13. J. Wadman Har 18:39
14. J. Struk 18:42
15. J. Allen CITC 18:48
16. K. Roy LTC 19:10
17. D. Weatherbie 19:28
18. D. Dolham LTC 19:34
19. C. Whitmore 19:37
20. L. Sargent LTC 19:52
21. K. Freeling 20:07
22. T. St. Peter 20:17
23. M. Shedeck 20:33
24. M. D'Alanzo 20:34
25. J. Walker 21:11
26. J. Corbett 21:34
27. A. Ayotte 21:39
28. T. Buffington 23:40
29. A. Shnur 23:47
Teams LTC 21
Harr i erq IP.1 1 CTJ/-1 T-+- H 1
15-16 Boys - 5K
1. Jim Kimball 17:22
2. Scott Roberts LTC 17:26
3. Mike O'Reilly LTC 17:36
4. Kevin Rolfe LTC 17:39
5. Doug MacDonald LTC 17:54
6. Matt Herron LTC 17:59
7. T. LaRose 18:01
8. L. Moody 18:02
9. A. Dolby LTC 18:06
10. D. Amundson CITC 18:15
11. Erich Reed LTC 18:18
12. Ben Millis 18:22
13. Pat Dimick LTC 18:29
14. B. Jardine 18:33
15. C. Metcalf 18:41
16. Rick Reed LTC 18:42
17. B. Hopkins 18:43
18. D. Greely 18:55
19. A. Garrison 18:56
20. C. Cash CITC 18:57
21. M. Bourgoin 18:58
22. G. Hallett 19:05
23. S. Christmas 19:14
24. T. Childs CITC 19:21
25. R. Johnson 19:29
26. J. Legere 19:32
27. T. Guite 19:33
28. S. Desimon CITC 19:34
29. B. LaPierre 19:40
30. D. Taylor 19:41
31. A. Grant 19:49
32. C. Lyford 19:55
33. D. Fritz CITC 19:57
34. J. Kline 20:02
35. T. Boothby 20:08
36. A. Drisko 20:14
37. J. Slowinski 20:19
38. J. Mullins 20:31
39. T. Olsen 20:44
40. B. Mezzanotte CITC 20:51
16. G. Gray Scar 18:23
17. A. Peacock CITC 18:27
18. R. Ahlers Scar 18:28
19. K. Hall CITC 18:36
20. P. Damon 18:45
21. P. Richards 18:54
22. D. Libby 19:09
23. R. Moon 19:17
24. D. Bellfy 19:18
25. R. Knight 19:25
26. Rc Oliver 19:37
27. R. Koshak 19:53
28. K. Sanzenbacher 20:26
29. G. Desgrosseilliers 20:27
30. P. Thoenen 20:54
31. C. Littlefield 21:42
32. F. McHugh -
Teams: Scarboro 15
Chebeague Island 47
Teams: LTC 15
CITC 45
15-16 Girls - 5K
1. Susannah Beck . LTC 19:50
2. Beth Markee LTC 20:11
3. Lisa Wakem LTC 20:21
4. Becky Brown LTC 20:26
5. Beth Golden LTC 20:28
6. Kristen Lindquist LTC 21:13
7. Kelly Hoskins LTC 21:15
8. L. Patrie 21:21
9. K. Blenkhom CITC 21:31
10. K. Emerson 21:32
11. Jill Sheive LTC 22:00
12. D. Hodgkin 22:04
13. A. Corson CITC 22:08
14. C. Meehan CITC 22:42
15. L. Duffy 22:48
16. M. Mayo CITC 22:59
17. L. Walters CITC 23:32
18. K. Fallon 23:49
19. D. Towle 23:53
20. C. Cocks 23:59
21. A. Bonarrigo 24:24
22. L. Proulx 24:34
23. B. Taylor 24:38
24. J. McCoy 25:33
25. D. Lipsett 25:53
26. N. Hebert 27:20
27. H. Yeaton 28:36
17-18 Girls - 5K
1. Julie Fritz CITC 20:40
2. S. Connors CITC 20:52
3. K. Tracy CITC 20:54
4. K. Stratton Ell 20:57
5. Christine Snow CITC 20:58
6. Chris Fisher 21:00
7. Mary Meehan CITC 21:08
8. Terri Gousse 21:11
9. Susan Ertha CITC 21:22
10. Rebecca Bryer CITC 21:30
11. W. Haney 21:51
12. M. Jordan CITC 22:09
13. J. Naylon 22:12
14. A. Kuklinski 22:14
15. A. Scholz 22:25
16. E. Griffin 23:03
Team : CITC 15
Open Division - 5K
1. Peter Swanson 16:53
2. P. Grant 17:04
3. W. Blood 17:09
4. D. Paul 17:24
5. P. Kehoe 17:48
6. B. Kuprewicz 17:50
7. Gino Valeriani 18:12
8. M. Pickering 18:28
9. M. Kimball 18:31
10. G. Hill CMS 19:19
11. H. Soper 19:23
12. M. Bard CMS 19:29
13. M. Beaudoin 21:04
14. R. Wianosky 21:15
15. J. Moore 22:27
16. C. Clapper Jr., CMS 26:20
1. Elizabeth Meikle 24:34
2. Leona Clapper 26:26
3. B. Berry 28:26
4. L. Taylor 28:35
* * <******** * * * * * * * i
T.A.C. NEW ENGLAND CROSS COUNTRY 
JUNIOR OLYMPIC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Littleville, MASS Nov 20th
Teams - LTC 15
CITC 54
17-18 Boys 5K
1. David O'Connell Scar 17:05
2. Seamus O'Sullivan Scar 17:17
3. George Bockus Scar 17:22
4. Andy Kimball Scar 17:28
5. Richard Brooks Scar 17:30
6. Dan Bustard Scar 17:32
7. Stacy Bryant CITC 17:34
8. Richard Fritz CITC 17:52
9. K. Johnston CITC 17:53
10. R. Crossman Scar 17:54
11. R. Gardella CITC 18:04
12. M. Cirillo CITC 18:08
13. J. Pomroy CITC 18:11
14. J. Anderson CITC 18:14
15. S. Smith Scar 18:19
10 and under Boys
1. E. Knott, Providence 10:57.2
4. Andrew Karcsh Scar 11:38.7
5. Seth Thornton Scar 11:44.6
6. Isaac Hutchinson,Auburn 11:45.0
14. Chris Goulet, Lisbon Falll2:04.2
16. Braden Alley Scar 12:06.7
18. Josh Gagnon, Auburn 12:16.3
21. E. Worcester CITC 12:20.5
22. B. White CITC 12:23.8
23. Dave Wakem Scar 12:32.4
33. S. Colucci CITC 12:58.7
34. D. Stokes CITC 12:59.9
35. W. Stiles CITC 13:01.4
46. D. White CITC 13:17.7
47. R. Freeman Scar 13:19.1
57. C. Joslin CITC 13:43.9
69 finishers
Teams: New Jersey Striders 56
Scarboro Track Club 95
10 & under Girls
1,. K. Butler 12:00.9
3.. K. Bryant 12:32.7
4,. L. Towle 12:34.3
10.. A. Shnur Sab 12:55.7
15.. R. Silke 13:08.8
22.. E. Doyle CITC 13:41.7
23.. C. Mecham Sab 13:42.8
25.. S. Roberts Sab 13:48.6
26. L. Whittier CITC 13:48.8
27. M. Hancock CITC 13:57.0
29.. B. St. Amand Sab 14:04.2
30. K. Carson CITC 14:08.8
31. J. Larrecque Sab 14:10.7
32. J. Popp CITC 14:13.9
33. C. Deraspe Sab 14:15.6
36. J. Reale CITC 14:19.3
38. K. Whitmore Ells 14:22.5
40. T. Wilbur Sab 14:34.4
43. J. Fulmer CITC 15:14.5
52 competed
Teams: Northern R.I. TC 101
Sabattus Trail Blazersl23
11-12 Boys
1. M. Meeks, Hunt Har 10:36.6
2. Chad Gagnon, Auburn 10:42.3
10. Dave Manthorne , Cape 10:58.9
20. P. LaRose CITC 11:14.2
33.. S. Loomis CITC 11:33.8
37. M. Hodgson 11:39.4
58. E. Hall Ells 12:13.6
60. J. Karcsh 12:17.5
65. N. Clukey CITC 12:36.1
68. C. Carroll CITC 12:43.9
70. C. Coffey Ells 12:47.9
72. D. Lambert CITC 12:54.1
74. M. Worthen Ells 12:57.7
75. J. Heckman Ells 13:00.1
78. G. Turner Ells 13:27.0
79. P. Brown CITC 14:30.6
80. J. Porch CITC 14:41.9
81 finished
Teams: Providence Cobras 106
Allentown Greater A.A.134
11-12 Girls
1. S. Laplaca, Hunt Har 11:25.3
2. Jillane Decker CITC 11:33.0
4. Lenora Felker CITC 11:37.1
8. Katti Towle CITC 12:05.3
11. Tracey Pooler CITC 12:10.4
13. K. Colucci CITC 12:11.6
19. Sarah Berry CITC 12:21.4
20. M. Lounder Ells 12:23.3
25. C. Strong 12:36.2
31. Missy Shea Ells 12:46.6
34. W. Buffington 12:51.5
37. J. Wadman Ells 12:55.7
42. E. Champlin 13:14.1
43. S. Meehan 13:14.5
46. E. Freeling 13:17.3
50. L. Proulx 13:20.4
52. L. Shaw Ells 13:28.8
53. R. Dale Ells 13:43.4
54. J., Shepard Ells 13:43.7
58. S. Downey Ells 13:53.3
60. N. Sodard CITC 14:06.7
62. B. Bragg Ells 14:20.3
65. L. Stiles CITC 14:38.0
68 competitors
Teams: Chebeague Island TC 38
Hunterdon Harriers 68
13-14 Boys
1. F. Kelly
2. Kevin Lyons
3. Sean Doody 
9. Pat Kamm
11. Brian Corcoran 
18. Chris Farley 
22. Mike Lyons 
43. J. Chapman 
45. Brian Leighton 
49. W. Berry 
51. S. Cain
53. Robbie Pendergist
54. R. Karam
11:58.3 
Scar 12:06.0 
Scar 12:12.2 
Scar 12:22.5 
Scar 12:29.0 
Scar 12:42.8 
Scar 12:48.4 
CITC 13:13.4 
Scar 13:15.0 
CITC 13:22.1
13:23.6 
Ells 13:25.9 
Scar 13:29.3
57. D. Thompson 13:31.3
61. T. Berry CITC 13:35.0
66. S. Dixon 13:40.7
72. L. Mitchell 13:52.0
78. J. Moore 14:03.9
86. C. Boyle Ells 14:20.7
97. J. Felker CITC 14:39.9
101. B. Newbegin Ells 15:09.1
102. B. Van Pelt Ells 15:16.5
103. J. Brown CITC 15:21.3
104. B. Cousins Ells 15:30.8
106 ran.
Teams: Scarboro Track Club 43
Northern R.I. TC 98
13-14 Girls
1,. K. Rogers 13:17.9
8.. J. Rolfe LTC 14:09.2
12,. R. Dunn LTC 14:14.1
13.. M. Johnson Har 14:13.3
15,. A. Jones 14:21.4
24,. J. Higgins Har 14:48.1
25.. J. Shea Har 14:50.0
34.. D. Whelton LTC 15:07.4
37.. M. Merry LTC 15:10.6
42. K. Shea Har 15:22.5
45. M. Vanasse LTC 15:27.2
48. K. Roy LTC 15:39.3
55. E. Jurkowski 15:48.5
56. J. Wadman Har 15:49.2
59. J. Allen 16:03.8
60. K. Curtis LTC 16:07.2
63. D. Golham LTC 16:18.3
66. J. Struk 16:38.0
69. C. Whitmore Har 16:43.7
75. M. Shedeck Har 17:26.3
76. K. Freeling 17:36.6
79 competed
Teams: Northern R.I.. TC 94
Lakers Track Club 148
17-18 Bors 
1. W. Mangan
2. Andy Kimball Scar 15:19.6
4. Dave O'Connell Scar 15:23.2 32.
10. Dan Bustard Scar 15:33.1 33.
12. Stacy Bryant CITC 15:40.4 52.
13. Seamus O'Sullivan Scar 15:45.0 69.
14. J. Pomroy CITC 15:45.5 94.
17. George Bockus Scar 15:55.1 105
18. J. Anderson CITC 15:58.8 121
19. Reid Crossman Scar 16:00.2
21. K. Johnson CITC 16:02.1 160
22. S. Smith 16:04.1
30. M. Cirillo CITC 16:17.6 13-:
32. A. Peacock CITC 16:22.6 1.
33. Richard Brooks Scar 16:22.9
35. B. Gardella CITC 16:35.4 12.
40. R. Fritz Scar 16:44.7 29.
41.
45.
47.
P. Damon 
R. Ahlers 
K. Hall
16:46.0
16:53.5
16:56.9
13-14 Girls 4K
Christa Holmes, Des Moines, Iowa 
17:50.0
Rachel Dunn, Albion 20:13.7
Michelle Merry, Thomaston 20:15.9 
Allyson Jones, Cumberland 20:50.2 
Denise Whelton, Winthrop 21:10.8 
Melodie Vanasse, 00B
Kathy Roy, Waterville 
Diane Dolham, Waterville
 individuals on 14 teams
60 runners
Teams: Scarboro TC 
Greater Springfield
46
57
22:40.8
22:42.0
24:55.7
14 Boys 4K
Kristian Rogers, Clinton, Wise
16:14.1
Kevin Lyons, Scarboro 17:03.4
Chris Farley, Bar Harbor 17:30.2
35. Sean Doody, Scarboro 17:42.5
44. Brian Corcoran, OOB 17:59.4
76. Brent Leighton, Hampden 18:37.6
87. Mike Lyons, Scarboro 18:50.6
90. Ralph Karam, Scarboro 18:53.4
DNF Pat Kamm, Hampden
187 individual entries on 14 teams
15-16 Girls 5K
15-16 Boys
1.. J. Kimball, Westbrook 15:26.8
2.. S. Roberts LTC 15:32.3
6. M. Herron LTC 15:46.9
12.. M. O'Reilly LTC 15:54.8
15.. T. Amundson CITC 16:00.6
16.. K. Rolfe LTC 16:01.1
19.. E. Reed LTC 16:11.3
20. T. Larose 16:16.1
25. P. Dimick LTC 16:28.3
26. A. Dolby 16:31.5
27. B. Jardine 16:32.7
23. D. McDonald LTC 16:39.1
32. B. Millis 16:47.0
34. R. Reed LTC 16:48.2
36. B. Hopkins 16:51.7
43. C. Cash CITC 17:05.7
47. T. Childs CITC 17:10.6
55. D. Fritz CITC 17:24.3
57. D. Greely 17:25.7
60. B. Mezzanotte CITC 17:35.3
70. C. Metcalf 18:13.8
72. A. Garrison 18:15.2
75. S. Desimon CITC 18:29.4
83 ran
Teams: Lakers Track Club 55
Sentinel Striders 126
17-18 Girls
1. Terri Gousse, Fairfield 18:21.8
2. Kathy Tracy CITC 18:25.1
Team - Lakers Track Club 2nd 107pts
6. Julie Fritz CITC 18:35.7 1. Michelle Sica, Cincinnati , Ohio
7. Sue Ertha CITC 18:38.9 no time
8. Mary Meehan CITC 18:43.2 18. Becky Brown, Bar Harbor 24:07.2
9. Becka Bryer CITC 18:45.0 19. Kelly Hoskins, Topsham 24:08.8
11. K. Stratton 18:51.2 21. Kristen Lindquist, Rockport 24:10
13. S. Connors CITC 18:56.5 23. Lisa Wakem, Scarboro 24:12.6
14. Christine Snow CITC 18:57.3 26. Susannah Beck, Yarmouth 24:28.3
15. C. Fisher 19:00.6 42. Beth Golden, Manchester 25:06.5
17. M. Jordan CITC 19:42.2 44. Beth Markee, Skowhegan 25:13.3
25. E. Griffin 20:37.6 55. Jill Sheive, Waterville 25:38.9
32 finishers
15-16 Boys 5K
Team: Chebeacrue Island TC 32
Team - Lakers Track Club 3rd 163pts
* * * * ***** * * it * * * * * * 1. Andrew Ketch, Kalamazoo, 1flich
18:52.5
NATIONAL TAC/USA JUNIOR OLYMPIC CROSS 2. Scott Roberts, Readfield 19:47.2
COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 5. Kevin Rolfe, Waterville 19:53.5
Boys' Town, Omaha, Neb Dec 11th 36. Jim Kimball, Westbrook 20:42.0
46. Erich Reed, Raymond 20:52.5
51. Pat Dimick, Scarboro 20:58.2
10 and under Girls 3K 55. Ole Amundsen, Cape Eliz no time
1. Sara Schwald, Mountain Lake, Ill 
13:08.9
22. Loriann Towle, S. Port 15:20.5 
36. Amy Shnur, Lisbon Falls 15:55.9 
49. Cathy Mecham, LF 16:26.6 
60. Sandra Roberts, LF 16:51.7 
65. Julie Labrecque, LF 17:12.4
73. Carrie Deraspe, LF 17:40.4
74. Tonya Wilbur, LF 17:46.7 
78. Brenda St. Amand, LF 18:24.5 
142 individual entries and 9 teams
59. Matt Herron, Phippsburg 21:07.2
63. Doug MacDonald, Waterville 21:13.0 
90. Mike O'Reilly, Scarboro 21:49.5
99. Rick Reed, Readfield 22:06.8
17-18 Girls 5K
Chebeague Island TC No. 1 in the nation
10 and under Boys 
1. Ernie minor,
3K
Rock Falls, Minn.
12:28.8
19. Seth Thornton, Hallowell 13:54.8 
27. Isaac Hutchinson, Auburn 14:04.0 
33. Andrew Karcsh, Scarboro 14:13.6 
49. Dave Wakem, Scarboro
59. Braden Alley, Jonesport 
70. Chris Goulet, LF
15:03.5 
15:29.3 
no time
1. Kathy Kubicki, Rochester, Minn
23:29.9
6. Christine Snow, OOB 24:10.1
9. Terri Gousse,, Fairfield 24:18.9
11. Susan Ertha, Readfield 24:22.9
14. Kathy Tracy, Sanford 24:33.9
17. Mary Meehan, Pownal 24:51.0
18. Julie Fritz, Arundel 24:58.5
31. Becka Bryer, Bar Harbor 26:32.9
38. Chris Fisher,, Bath 27:29.9
17-•18 Boys 5K
15-16 Girls
1. Susannah Beck LTC 17:39.6
7. Lisa Wakem LTC 18:23.0
8. Becka Brown LTC 18:25.9
10. Beth Golden LTC 18:34.9
12. Kristin Lindquist LTC 18:40.0
14. Kelly Hoskins LTC 18:47.0
16. Beth Markee LTC 19:10.1
18. K. Blenkhorn CITC 19:15.7
21. J. Sheive LTC 19:47.1
23. C. Meehan CITC 19:54.4
24. S. Corson CITC 19:56.1
26. K. Emerson 19:57.9
34. L. Walters CITC 20:58.6
35. T. Mayo CITC 21:20.5
44 runners
Teams: Lakers Track Club 38
Hackensack Spike Shoell5
130 individuals and 10 teams
11-12 Girls 3K
1.
31.
48.
52.
53. 
55.
William Mangan, Fort Monmouth, N.J. 
Reid Crossman, S. Portland 20:00.8
George Bockus, Auburn 
Richard Brooks, Sebago L 
Andy Kimball, Westbrook 
Stacy Bryant, Thomaston
1. Kathleen Fremgen, Arlington Heights 76> Dave O'Connell, Trenton
Ill. 12:59.6 
27. Lenora Felker, Yarmouth 13:56.4 
34. Jillane Decker, Cumber 14:10.2 
38. Tracey Pooler, Bath 14:14.9 
51. Katti Towle, Gorham 14:27.2 
55. Katrina Colucci, Cumber 14:32.8 
70. Sarah Berry, Yarmouth 14:49.6
80.
87.
106.
143 youngsters and 12 teams
11-12 Boys 3K
1. Nathaniel Ford, Ann Arbor, Mich
(Maine had no entries in this age)
20:10.5 
20:13.9 
20:16.0 
20:18.9 
20:41.0
Dan Bustard, Presque Isle 20:50.8 
Jeff Pomroy, Cape Eliz 20:58.0 
Richard Fritz, Bowdoinham 21:19.4
Results of all TAC events - state, 
regional and national courtesy of 
J. Frank Glynn.
&
FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE
Do you want to reach a great many 
runners without a great deal of hassle? 
Why not put your race application in 
Maine Running Magazine. Here’s all you 
do:
Send us 900 flyers by the lOth of 
the month prior to the issue you want 
your flyer to appear in and a check 
for $2o* if the statement "Complete 
Results Will Be Published In Maine 
Running Magazine" appears on the 
flyer only send $15- Or...send us
one photo ready copy of your flyer 
and $50 and we'll print it for ya.
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING
The advertising rates in Maine 
Running are down-right incredible.
a full page $50 a month; $500 per year 
half page $30 a month; $300 per year 
page $17.50 a month; $175 per year
There are special rates for 3 month;
6 month and mixed packages as well. 
Professional lay-out rates are extra.
^^§:hronomix
Where can I pick up a copy of Maine Running
If anyone ever asks you where they too 
get a copy of Maine Running Magazine, steer 
them to one of the following stores:
*OLYMPIA SPORT IN SOUTH PORTLAND
*THE GOOD SPORTS IN BRUNSWICK
*THE ATHLETIC ATTICS
*BANGOR MALL
*AUBURN MALL
*PETER WEBBER IN WATERVILLE
* ATHLETES' FOOT IN SOUTH PORTLAND
*JAMES BAILEY CO. IN PORTLAND
*GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING GOODS
*OLD TOWN
*ROCKLAND 
*PRESQUE ISLE 
*BANGOR
*AUBURN
*HASKELL'S SPORTING GOODS IN BAR HARBOR
*WILLEY'S IN ELLSWORTH
The only way to handle large race fields. *LIFE SPORTS OF ELLSWORTH 
$50 per race
*PUTNAM SPORTS IN PORTSMOUTH., N.H.
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MR?
All you need to do is send the bottom part of this page to the address on the title 
page along with a check for $15 and we'll send you the magazine for a year.
Name:________________________________________ _
Addr e s s: _ ______________________________________
____ ____________________ Zip___________
Make checks payable to
J 1OWL ROCK f,AUNA
Owlsboro
Rd.
2.7 Mi.
To 
Ashland
Rt. UN
///\
^6□ o ROAD RACE
TO 
Baxter 
State 
Park^^
Clark Rd.
Rte. 159 
Shin Pond Rd.
To
Houlton 
Patten & I-95N
I Rt. ns 
L To 1-95
WHERE: Owlrock Sauna, Mount Chase, Maine 
WHEN: Saturday, March 3, 1984 - 11 A.M.
DISTANCE: 6 miles on a country road, hilly with 
no traffic, challenging
FACILITIES: Restroom, changing rooms, sauna
REGISTRATION: $3.00 - Registration at 9:30 a.m. 
day of race
AWARDS: To first 3 finishers and first finisher in 
each category:
12 & under 20 - 29 40 - 49
13 - 19 30 - 39 50 & over
SPONSOR: The Owlrock Sauna, Mt. Chase 
FINISH:
— SAUNA FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS —
juice •herb tea •natural foods
In consideration of acceptance of this entry, I, for myself, heirs and assigns waive and release any and all claims for 
personal damages I may have against the persons and officials of this race.
NAME: ________________________________________________________________
DR ESS:
STATE: ZIP:
Mail Entry & Fee to:
ANNALIESE or PRESTON HOOD 
OWL ROCK SAUNA
OWLSBORO RD., MT. CHASE 
RR1 BOX 164 
PATTEN, MAINE 04765 
TEL. 528 2095
1984
DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC
FEBRUARY 26 1984
DEMEAS PLATE GLASS CO.
663 MAIN STPEET. P.O. BOX 1563.
LEWISTON, MAINE 04240 (2Q7| 784-5403
BATES
COLLEGE same atijiettc tiub
LEWISTON, MAINE
DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC
DATE: Sunday, February,26,1984
PLACE: Athletics Fieldhouse East Building, Bates College- Lewiston, Madne
TIME: 14 & under events- field events 9:00 ; track events 9:30
all other divisions- field events 10:30 ; track events 11:30
ENTRY FEE: Open Division- $2.00
: Master’s Division- $2.00 (non-scoring)
: Ail Youth Divisions- $.50 (non-scoring)(Limit-4 events incl. Re 1
: Special Non-Competitive 1500- No Charge (non-scoring)
REGISTRATTON: All competitors must be registered with their local
association of "The Athletics Congress/USA". Registration 
materials will be available at the meet. (Not reguired for 
Non-competitive 1500)
Cost- $5.00 (Maine TAC)
AWARDS: Special glass awards to top male & female TAC clubs and top
male & female Individual.
: Open Events- Medals to top three places.
(& Masters) Ribbons to 4,5,6.
Painter’s Cap to Individual Winners.
: Relays- Ribbons to top three places.
Youth events- Ribbons to top six places.
Painter's Cap to Individual Winners.
Demers 1500 Memorial- Commemorative Medals to six athletes.
All six athletes will also receive 
Special long-sleeve running shirts.
Special Non-Competitive 1500- Certificates to all competitors. 
Note: This is a fun-run event only.
SANCTIONED BY: Maine Association of The Athletics Congress
SPONSORED BY: DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO.
699 MAIN STREET
P.O. BOX 1562
LEWISTON. MAINE O-42AO
HOST TEAM:
FACILITIES:
atfjletic club
200 meter Ruba-turf track and runways, 
showers will be available on site.
Re strooms and
SPECIAL RULES: Per order of Bates College- No spiked shoes will be 
allowed. Bring your flats.
WALTER V. DEMERS, SR. MEMORIAL l”500: If you wish to be considered as one 
of the six athletes in this race, please furnish us with 
your best time at 1500 or mile within the last year.
Make checks payable to: YANKEE ATHLETIC CLUB
For further info contact: John P. Lafreniere
c/o Demers Plate Glass Co. 
(207-784-5404)
Send Completed Entries to: Demers Plate Glass Company
P.o. Box 1562 
Lewiston, Maine 04740
DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC
'’ORDER OF EVENTS"
'YO 1 FIELD EVENTS"
9:0U A.M. HIGH JUMP AREA
"TO & under Girls 
11 & 12 Girls 
13 & 14 Girls
followed by boys same order
"YOUTH TRACK EVENTS"
9:30 A.M. 55 meter (trials & finals
1500 meter 
400 me te r
4 x 200 meter relay
LONG JUMP AREA
10 & under Boys
11 & 12 Boys 
13 & 14 Boys
followed by girls same order
(youngest thru oldest group-boys/girls)
"ADULT FIELD EVENTS"
.10:30 A.M. SHOTPUT AREA 
Mens shotput 
Mens 35 lb. weight 
Womens shotput
LONG JUMP AREA 
Womens long 
Mens Long 
Womens Triple 
Mens Triple
HIGH JUMP AREA
Mens High
Womens High
1:00 POLE VAULT AREA 
Mens Open
"ADULT TRACK EVENTS"
A.M. 5,000 meter men's open
3,000 meter women's open 
55 meter High Hurdle - Trials-
11
11 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
1
1
1
55
55
55
55
me te r 
me ter 
meter 
me ter
men’s
Low Hurdle- Trials- women's 
Men' s
open
open
30
50
05
10
20
25
30
35
55
00
10
20
30
40
50
00
10
25
30
35
40
45
50
05
10
15
20
25
30
Trials-
Trials- Women's 
Trials- Master's 
Walter V. Demers, Sr. 1500 Meter Invitational
55 meter High Hurdle- Finals- Men's 
55 meter Low Hurdle- Finals- Women's 
55 meter- Finals- Men's 
55 meter- Finals- Women's 
55 meter- Finals- Master's 
1500 meter- Men's 
1500 meter-
1500 meter- 
1500 meter-
4 x 200 meter relay- 
4 x 200 meter relay- 
400 meter- Men's 
400 meter Women's 
400 meter- Master's 
1500 meter
Women’s 
Ma s te r's 
Non Competitive 
Men' s
Women's
Division (Fun Run)
200
200
800
800
4 x 
4 x
me te r- 
me te r- 
me ter- 
me ter-
Racewalk- 
Me n' s 
Women's 
Men's 
Women's
Men's & Women's
400 meter relay- Men's 
400 meter relay- Women's
athletic club
DEMERS TRACK GLASSIC
"OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM”
NAME______________________________________ ADDRE SS______________________________________
CITY ________________________  STATE_______________________  ZIP CODE________________
DATE OF BIRTH___________________ SEX___________ CLUB_____________________ (for scoring)
TAC ASSOCIATION____________________________ TAC #______________________________________
DIVISION: 10 & under Boy/Girl_____________ Open Men/Women______________
11-12 Boy/Girl____________ Master s_____________
13-14 Boy/Girl_____________ Non-Competitive_____________
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I intending to be legally 
bound, do hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, 
waive and release any and all rights and claims for damages I may incur 
against Demers Plate Glass Co., the Yankee Athletic Club, Bates College, 
the Maine TAC and their agents or assigns for any injury by me at said 
meet.
S i g n a tu re_________________________________________ D a te_______________________
(Parent/Guardian if under 18)
Please check the events you wish to enter:
EVENTS MEN WOMEN 10 &under 11-12 i 13-14 Master’s IFunRun
B/G B/G B/G
5 5 me te r
55 Highs
55 Lows
200 meter
400 meter
800 meter
1500 meter
3000 meter
5000 meter
1500 racewalk
4 x 200 relay
4 x 400 relay
High Jump
Long Jump
Triple Jump _ -1
Pole Vault ■ ■ . ■
Shot Put
35 lb. Weight
Demers Memorial 1500 Time
IN THE 
MAINE MALL 
SOUTH PORTLAND
775-1874
FEBRUARY SPECIAL
SAVE ON 
BILL RODGERS
NOR’EASTER SUIT GORE-TEX SUIT
Mesfi lined yoke keeps 
you warm and comfy.
This [ape reflects 
our views on 
night safety.
Convenient 
high zT leg-
front and back ven-s 
Spell [hat.
ALSO: FREE
Out  down proof rr-'lon
fabncltavu laugh “■(*
, .- ' out  views on meat
m [he face of wind.
A suit that 
isn't team-sealed 
is ail wet.
W: satth soft nylon 
msde cd  keep you warm 
and com/orxabie, not hot 
and bothered.
Gore-Tex has 
billions of pores. 
Perspiration qetsous, 
but ram daarit get :n.
long sleeved Running Jersey with purchase 
of either the Nor’easter or Gore-Tex Suit.
*OFFER GOOD UNTIL 2/29/84 OR WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
$10OFFxr
WITH COUPON SMoAPorEtl^ndLL
NOR’EASTER 
SUIT
$20 OFF -Athlete’sWkFoot.
WITH COUPON sTpNortlanAdLL
GORE-TEX
SUIT
$10°°
EXPIRES FEB. 29, 1984
$20°°
EXPIRES FEB. 29, 1984
Quadra-lacing
X-CAUBER GT
French pile 
heel collar
Extended 
heel counter
Stability
orthotic
insole
STILL THE BEST
x-cailber ct  resists other shoes can
over-pronatlon cause inlury.
If your problem is excessive 
pronation, your best solution is Asics 
Tigers X-caliber GT.
Through our advanced design 
studies, we determined the precise 
size and strategic location for our 
unique stabilizing pillar. This pillar, 
located just under the ankle, allows 
you to maintain your personal 
running style, minimizing excessive 
pronatlon.
METHUEN MALL 
Peter Brigham 
(617)683-5069
Other advanced features that 
minimize excessive pronation are the 
reinforced extended heel counter, 
and the stability orthotic insole with 
its slightly thicker instep to cushion 
and cup your foot
The EVA midsole with our exclusive 
Air Flex canals provides exceptional 
shock absorption, while ourTexon 
liner gives you added flexibility. The 
Quadra-lacing system assures you 
a perfect fit and maximum arch 
support
If you're a serious runner, you'll 
really appreciate the durable, light-
weight high mileage, all terrain 
X-Caliber CT.
Pcul Hammond 
(207) 786-2507
X-CAUBER GT
Even if you don't over-pronate, the 
X-Caliber CT's unparalleled design lets 
your feet run naturally, without the 
obstruction of a plate or wedge.
Skip Howard 
(207) 947-6880
